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Resource Guide

Hello! You and your child are about to embark on a journey alongside Yeti as she 
meets her Feels and understands what each one needs. In paying attention to the 
thoughts, behaviors, and physical sensations that Yeti experiences while getting to 

know each Feel, your child will also begin to build awareness into their own emotional 
experience. This Resource Guide provides reflection questions to help your child bring 

home the lessons Yeti wisely offers on her path. 
Happy Reading!
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This all takes practice and can be modeled by the
 adults in a child’s life!

Important reminders:

 ٚ We all have feelings and experience them in different ways.

 ٚ There is no such thing as a “bad” feeling. 

 ٚ What we do with our feelings may be helpful or hurtful. 

 ٚ Getting to know each of our feelings allows us to notice them before they 
overwhelm us, accept them, and then make choices about our actions.

 ٚ Feelings cannot be “solved” or “fixed.” Instead, think of them as friends who 
want to be heard and understood.

 ٚ A difficult emotion from our child does not mean we’re failing as parents!

 ٚ Each feeling has an important message for us or a job to do, and they guide us 
in the direction of learning and growing. 

 ٚ Feelings are not facts. Just because we feel scared, does not mean there is 
danger awaiting. 

 ٚ Sometimes, feelings lead to negative self-talk (bad thoughts about ourselves 
or the world, such as “I’m not lovable” or “I’m bad” or “I’m stupid”), but these 
are also not true. Our brain creates thoughts alongside tough feelings, but we 
can choose to redirect our focus to helpful thoughts instead (“I can get through 
this. I’m safe. I am loved always”). We can also  use an affirmation like Yeti does 
in The Feels: 

 I take a deep breath, I feel it go in, 
 then breathe out, and my feet sink in. 
 Arms up like the mountain, feet grounded below 
 I’m ready to look inside, I’m ready to know. 

 ٚ Sometimes we make mistakes and do hurtful things while having a big feeling. 
Everyone does this from time to time! By choosing to be kind to ourselves, 
using our coping skills, talking it through with a trusted adult, and repairing 
any harm done, we can make a different choice next time.
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Meet Sad 

Five Facts about Sadness:
• Sadness is a natural part of life that arises when we feel pain or loss. It can 

help remind us of what is important and meaningful. We cannot love without 
experiencing sadness.

• The physical sensations that accompany 
sadness (tears, lump in throat) often feel tough 
in the moment, but allowing them to release 
can lead to a sense of relief and grounding.

• Many children suppress their sadness, worried 
it will “rub off” on those around them.

• As parents, we often send the message, “Cheer 
up. No need to cry” which reinforces that sad is 
a “bad feeling” which should be avoided.

• Expressing sadness and vulnerability to the 
people we care about can lead to a greater 
sense of resilience and hope. It’s a brave act 
that signals to others that we need support. 

Questions for Reflection:
1. Who does Yeti meet in the cave? 

2. What does Sad Feel do that shows Yeti how she is feeling?

3. What do you notice body do when you feel Sad?

4. Tell me about a time you felt Sad. What did you do to help yourself feel better?

5. How did Yeti help her Sad Feel?

6. How does Sad help you in your life? What is Sad’s important job? 
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Activity: Sometimes our Sad can feel overwhelming and it is hard to know what to 
do. That is why it is important to ask for help from the Special People in our lives (our 
heart families!) that can share love, connection, and understanding with us. We are 
going to create Special People Paper Dolls so we know who we can ask for help. You 
can hang your Special People in your room, on your refrigerator, or in another place 
to remind you that you’re never alone.

Flip to the next page to cut out your own Special People Paper Dolls.
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Special People Paper Dolls
Children can create a string of 5 paper 
dolls, folding along the lines and cutting 
dolls out. Invite them to make the 
middle doll into them, and identify 4 
other Special People in their lives (family 
members, friends, teacher, counselor, 
coach, etc) whom they can talk to when 
experiencing big feelings. They will 
color and draw on the other 4 dolls to 
represent these Special People and their 
connection through holding hands.

1. Cut The Feels out of the box along the 
heavy line.

2. Fold the paper along the thin lines.

3. Cut out the figure of the 
 folded-in-half Feel.

4. Unfold to see you and your Special 
People holding hands!



When I meet my Sad Feel, one 
way I take care of them is:

This is what my Sad Feel looks 
like:

This is what a calm, safe place 
for my Sad Feel looks like:

Another way I can take care 
of them is:

®

My Sad Feel
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